Model PT0555
4 Outlet Powerboard, Surge, EMI, RFI, Circuit Breaker, Internet Surge Protection

Best selling high quality 4 way powerboard suited to domestic and commercial applications. The PT0555 is a high rated unit offering surge and overload protection to power as well as computer or telephone/internet line helping prevent dangerous and expensive power surges. Protect valuable computer equipment, audio and video equipment. Long 1.8m power lead and right angle plug to fit easily and neatly behind furniture. Suppress both EMI and RFI (Electromagnetic and Radio interference) is an added feature.

Founded in 1987 and proudly Australian owned and operated, Jackson Industries is a leading supplier of innovative telecommunication, power, surge protection, battery and electrical products. Jackson products are available in over 13,500 retail outlets across Australia including all major Hardware, Department, Supermarket, Electrical and Specialist outlets. Many Jackson Industries products have current Australian Registered Design, and/or patents in force to protect intellectual property rights.
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